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WELCOME LETTER
Dear Delegate,

We are happy to welcome you to the London Medical Research Conference
2021! This event has been organised jointly by Barts Academic Research
Society (BARS), ICSM Society of Research and Academia (SORA), UCL
Research & Academic Medicine, and KCL Clinical Academic Research Society
(CARS). For the first time, we are holding our conference virtually and free-of-
charge, and we hope to offer you an enjoyable and enriching experience as
before.

COVID has transformed medicine as we know it, therefore we are happy to
announce this year’s theme: Medicine in the Post-COVID World. Some of our
speakers have conducted cutting-edge research related to COVID, whilst
others will offer you an insight into how research and medicine have had to
adapt since the beginning of this pandemic. Our varied talks held on the
‘Stage’ aim to cover a wide range of fields, and therefore we hope there is
something for everyone, and something to broaden your horizons.

Aside from our line-up of lectures led by some of the most prominent names in
medicine and research, we have a range of afternoon workshops in the
‘Sessions’ area to equip you with a broad range of knowledge and skills that
will be essential for any aspiring academic clinician. Many delegates have
submitted stellar posters as presentations, which you can peruse in the Expo
section. Finally, in the breaks, do try out the ‘Networking’ tab to meet some of
your peers.

Overall, we hope that our event leaves you feeling confident and excited to
pursue a career in academic medicine, and we are looking forward to meeting
you all on the day!

Yours sincerely,
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9:00 - 9:15

9:15 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:45 

Introduction

Prof Jo Martin

Mr Ankur Khajuria

11:00 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:30

Prof Robin Shattock

Dr Mala Mawkin

13:30 - 15:00 Workshops

15:00 - 15:15 BREAK

15:15 - 16:45

16:45 - 17:00

Workshops

Prizes

12:30 - 13:30 LUNCH

10:45 - 11:00 BREAK
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BREAKS &
NETWORKING
Even though the conference will be taking place online this year,
there will still be a chance to network with your fellow attendees who
come from various universities. 

During the breaks, feel free to use the ‘Network’ function which will
connect you with another attendee and allow you to chat. At the end
of each 5-minute networking meeting, you will have the option to
click "Connect" which shares the other person's contact details with
you. If you would like to enable sharing of your contact details with
others, please fill in the appropriate contact details on your profile
page when you create your account while registering for your ticket.
The breaks will also be an opportunity for you to view the posters that
have been submitted. These will be available to view in the ‘Expo’
section. We have received a wide range of posters this year and we
encourage you to vote for the best poster via the Google Form that
will be linked in the event chat. The winning posters will be
announced at the end of the day. 

Lastly, please ensure you fill in the pre and post-conference
feedback forms, as these provide incredibly helpful guidance for us
to develop this event in the future.



TALK #1  |  9:15 - 10:00

PROF JO MARTIN

Professor of Pathology

Professor Martin has over 130 published papers including Nature

group and Science journals and is Professor of Pathology at Queen

Mary University London. She has very broad experience ranging

from running clinical departments to acting as the Chief Medical

Officer at Barts Health NHS Trust. As Director of Academic Health

Sciences she was responsible for training of over 17,500 staff.

Her clinical specialist expertise is in the pathology of GI motility

disorders. As the National Clinical Director of Pathology for NHS

England, Jo has worked across a broad range of projects in all the

pathology disciplines. She is an award winning app designer and

co-founder of Biomoti, a drug delivery development company. Jo

was President of the Royal College of Pathologists from November

2017-2020, and is now National Specialty Advisor for Pathology for

NHS England and Improvement.

MR ANKUR KHAJURIA

Plastic Surgeon

Mr Ankur Khajuria is a Research Scholar at the University of Oxford.

He graduated 2nd place (out of nearly 400 students) in medicine

from Imperial College London, with distinctions and prizes and a

First-Class Honours with the Periera Prize for the best overall

performance for his Bachelor of Science degree in Surgery. Winning

a competitive research scholarship, he conducted prize-winning

microsurgery research in Tokyo. He has presented his work

internationally in three continents, published in high-impact

academic journals, including The Lancet and Lancet Oncology and

has multiple national/international prizes.

TALK #2  |  10:00 - 10:45



TALK #3  |  11:00 - 11:45

PROF ROBIN SHATTOCK

Professor of Mucosal Infection and Immunity  

Professor Shattock is the Head of Mucosal Infection and Immunity at

Imperial College London. His research focuses on the mechanisms

of mucosal infection and novel preventative strategies. This has led

to the initiation of international collaborations aimed at preclinical

identification, development and selection of HIV microbicide and

vaccine candidates prior to formal clinical efficacy trials.

His team received £20 million to fast-track the development of an

RNA coronavirus vaccine. If successful, the vaccine will be

distributed by VacEquity Global Health, which will waive royalties,

ensuring the vaccine is available to those in low- and middle-

income countries.

DR MALA MAWKIN

Digital Health Researcher

Dr Mala Mawkin is an award-winning healthcare innovation

researcher, writer and speaker. She was featured on the Forbes 30

Under 30 List, Vogue UK 10 Rising Female Stars 2018 and Women of

the Future UK Awards Finalist 2019. She launched and hosts the

Royal Society of Medicine's Digital Health Podcast Series, which in

2020 reached the Top 10 Medicine podcasts on Apple. She has

published health innovation research in the International Journal of

General Medicine, and she sits on the editorial board of the

International Journal of Digital Health.

Dr Mawkin is currently the Head of Market Development at Cellen -

a start-up researching novel approaches to pain management. In

2020, Cellen launched the UK's first online chronic pain clinic.

TALK #4  |  11:45 - 12:30



HOW TO PUBLISH: AN EDITOR'S INSIGHT

by Dr Duc Le & Dr Arianna Colosio

Dr Duc Le is a Senior Executive Editor of The Lancet. He joined The

Lancet family of journals in 2014 as the UK Editor-in-Chief of

EBioMedicine.

Prior to that, he was Senior Editor for Future Science Group where

he worked for 8 years. He received his PhD in Immunology in 2003

and completed a 3-year post-doctoral term at Royal Holloway

University of London (UK).

He graduated with a BSc in Biotechnology from RMIT University

(Melbourne, Australia) in 1998 and worked as a researcher at

National Institute for Hygiene & Epidemiology (Hanoi, Vietnam) until

2000.

Dr Arianna Colosio is a Senior Editor of EClinicalMedicine. She

joined EClinicalMedicine in spring 2019 and she has been working

as a professional editor since 2018, when she joined Genome

Medicine, one of the BMC flagship journals at Springer Nature.

She received a PhD in Human Genetics and Molecular Oncology

from the European School of Molecular Medicine at the FIRC

Institute of Molecular Oncology in Milan, Italy, working on the

molecular basis of cancer.

She continued her studies on genome integrity as a postdoctoral

scientist at the Italian National Research Council in Pavia, Italy, and

then at Imperial College London, UK. She holds a MSc in Molecular

Biology and a BSc in Biological Sciences, both from the University of

Milan, Italy.

WORKSHOPS



ACADEMIC FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

by Dr Mo Fallah

Dr Fallaha is an Academic Surgery FY2 based in North West

Thames. Since graduating from Imperial in 2019, Mo has founded a

YouTube channel (Doc Mo & Friends) which boasts over 6,000

views, and ran a national “Crush Course” AFP interview preparation

course with ICSM SORA for two years in a row with over 160

students having attended, all whilst doing his F1 year at a busy DGH.

Now he conducts research into outcome measures used in spinal

surgery, and has published in several journals and presented

nationally and internationally. He is passionate about teaching, and

has founded and currently teaches on a national “Virtual Surgery”

teaching programme. He has also co-authored a new book on

applying for the AFP "Cases in Medicine and Surgery: the Academic

Foundation Programme Interview".

HEALTHCARE JOURNALISM

By Nikki Nabavi

Health Journalism workshop will be led by Nikki Nabavi - the BMJ

Editorial Scholar.

Nikki is a medical student at the University of Manchester, currently

taking a year out between her third and fourth years to take on her

role as BMJ Editorial Scholar 2020/21. In 2019, she got the Royal

College of Psychiatrists’ North West Division award for medical

student of the year. Besides, has been the Co-President of UoM

PsychSoc, running events such as the National Psychiatry Summer

School.

Her interests include mental health & wellbeing, public health,

medical ethics and medical journalism.

WORKSHOPS CONT'D



CRITICAL APPRAISAL

By Dr Alex Munteanu

Critical appraisal workshop will be led by FY1 Dr Alexandru

Munteanu who is originally from Romania but has grown up across

Europe. He graduated from UCL Medical School in 2020, having

intercalated in Cardiovascular Sciences (iBSc). He has since worked

at North Middlesex Hospital in General Surgery, Trauma and

Orthopaedics, and Critical Care. He is most interested in

Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, both from a clinical and research

perspective.

Dr Munteanu has helped organise the National Undergraduate and

Foundation Surgery Conference at UCL and he regularly runs

workshops both in the UK and Romania.

MEDICAL CODING

by ICSM Coding

From the absolute novice to the experienced programmer, the team

at ICSM coding is dedicated to getting people from all walks of life

interested in coding.

The workshop will begin with an intro into what programming

actually is. We will then delve into an example; using python to get

more out of medical image data. In addition to this, we will provide

you with worksheets should you wish to consolidate your learning in

your own time. By the end of it you’ll be equipped with many new

tools (Python, Anaconda, Jupyter), how you use them is limited only

by your imagination!

WORKSHOPS CONT'D



CARRYING OUT RESEARCH IN MEDICAL SCHOOL

By Dr Daniyal Ahsan

Dr Daniyal Ahsan is a recent medicine graduate from King’s College

London. On top of his medical degree, Dr Ahsan has undergraduate

experience in Molecular Genetics as well as Pharmacology. He is a

current FY1 Teaching Fellow at King’s College Hospital.

Dr Ahsan has extensive experience in research - he has worked as a

research intern at both Wellcome Sanger Institute, Cambridge, and

Stanford Institute for Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine.

He has published primary research papers, case reports and quality

improvement projects throughout his career.

HOW TO FIND A RESEARCH MENTOR

by Dr Azeem Alam

Dr Azeem Alam is currently a Clinical Teaching Fellow at Lewisham

& Greenwich NHS Foundation Trust and Honorary Clinical Research

Fellow within the Division of Surgery and Cancer, Imperial College

London. He previously completed the Academic Foundation

Programme in Surgery at Guy’s & St Thomas’ Hospital.  

In 2020, he was awarded a British Empire Medal in the Queen’s

New Year’s Honours List. Azeem has been recognised for his

services to medical education for his achievements as co-founder

of BiteMedicine, an online medical education company committed

to bringing high quality teaching and support to medical students

all over the world. During lockdown, BiteMedicine provided teaching

to 15,000 students worldwide free of charge. Azeem and the team

improvised interactive and innovative ways to engage with students,

such as quizzes and competitions, and offered support during these

difficult times.

WORKSHOPS CONT'D



HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PAPER

By Dr Richie Abel

If your science is good, it should not be hard to write a paper for

publication. All you need is a simple plot that is well explained.

Watching Transformers or Love Island is a great way to prepare.

Richie has (co)-authored in a variety of fields including papers on

bone disease, glaucoma, forensic entomology, dinosaurs,

Neanderthals, stone tools, meteorites from Mars, gold mining, shark

olfaction, wombats, bee brains, bird DNA …and snail reproduction.

Writing all these papers Richie had a unique insight into science and

worked out a basic plan for preparing then writing original research

papers which he will share with you. He wants to empower more

young scientists by helping them to get over the daunting task of

writing the first paper. Everyone can adjust the recipe to taste.

Richie is a senior lecturer in Musculoskeletal Science in the Faculty

of Medicine at Imperial College London. He is currently researching

bone health by asking why some people age healthily whilst others

suffer fractures.

WORKSHOPS CONT'D
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